CubeSat High-Speed Data Communications Meeting
Cal Poly CubeSat Developers Workshop
19 April 2012

6:00pm - Regulatory: Results from latest WRC (Andy Clegg by telecon)
6:20pm - Results: DICE On-Orbit Results of 460-470MHz and NTIA lessons learned (Jacob Gunther)
6:40pm - Results: RAX-2 On-Orbit Comm Performance results (Jamie Cutler)
6:55pm - Lessons Learned: ELaNa3 Licensing
7:00pm - Firefly Communications System overview
7:05pm - FIREBIRD Communications System overview (Dave Klumpar)
7:10pm - CINEMA Communications System overview and NTIA lessons learned (Pascal Saint-Hilaire)
7:20pm - CSSWE Communications System
7:25pm - CADRE Communications and Licensing Plan (Damen Provost)
7:30pm - ExoCube Communications and Licensing Plan (Brian Tubb)
7:35pm - General discussion
8:00pm - Meeting finished